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3D-digitizerFunctional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) has now become widely accepted as a common functional imag-
ing modality. In order for fNIRS to achieve genuine neuroimaging citizenship, it would ideally be equipped with
functional and structural image analyses. However, fNIRSmeasures cortical activities from the head surfacewith-
out anatomical information of the object beingmeasured. In this review article, wewill present amethodological
overview of spatial registration of fNIRS data to overcome this technical drawback of fNIRS. We ﬁrst introduce
and explore the use of standard stereotaxic space and anatomical labeling. Second, we explain different ways
of describing scalp landmarks using 10–20 based systems. Third, we describe the simplest case of fNIRS data
co-registration to a subject's own MRI. Fourth, we extend the concept to fNIRS data registration of group data.
Fifth, we describe probabilistic registration methods, which use a reference-MRI database instead of a subject's
ownMRIs, and thus enable MRI-free registration for standalone fNIRS data. Sixth, we further extend the concept
of probabilistic registration to three-dimensional image reconstruction in diffuse optical tomography. Seventh,
we describe a 3D-digitizer-free method for the virtual registration of fNIRS data. Eighth, we provide practical
guidance on how these techniques are implemented in software. Finally, we provide information on current re-
sources and limitations for spatial registration of child and infant data. Through these technical descriptions, we
stress the importance of presenting fNIRS data on a common platform to facilitate both intra- and inter-modal
data sharing among the neuroimaging community.
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Brain function and brain structure are intrinsically linked to each
other. Whether one's interests lie in the function of a particular cortical
region or functional network in a certain mental state, the function
is described in reference to structure. Together, structural and functional
images form the indispensable twowheels of humanneuroimaging, and
they should be linked through a process called registration (reviewed
in Gholipour et al., 2007). While this is also applicable to functional
near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), fNIRS poses a distinct problem: the
unavailability of structural information.
fNIRS typically measures relative hemoglobin signal changes to esti-
mate cortical hemodynamics or the oxygenation state of cortical tissues,
or sometimes cytochrome oxidase activity to estimate cortical metabolic
state (reviewed in Obrig and Villringer, 2003). The basic concept of fNIRS
for monitoring the hemodynamics of human tissue was ﬁrst presented
by Jobsis (1977). Later, the near-infrared technique was applied to mea-
sure hemodynamics associated with functional cortical activity in the
early 1990s (Chance et al., 1993; Hoshi and Tamura, 1993; Kato et al.,
1993; Villringer et al., 1993), representing the advent of fNIRS (reviewed
in Ferrari and Quaresima, 2012).
In these early days, the number of source–detector probe pairs, or
channels, was limited to one, or at most a few channels distantly placed
to avoid light interference. Multichannel fNIRS instruments were then
developed with an array of multiple source–detector pairs that allowed
simultaneous monitoring across brain regions (Maki et al., 1995). Multi-
channel fNIRS data are often treated in a discrete manner, and subjected
to channel-wise statistical analysis within a subject (e.g., Schroeter et al.,
2002) or among a group of subjects (e.g., Okamoto et al., 2004b). To
form spatially continuous functional images, these multichannel fNIRS
data have been transformed via spatial interpolation to generate two-
dimensional topographic images of brain activation (Maki et al., 1995).
Moreover, when head and brain tissues are segmented, the light propa-
gation from a source to a detector can be simulated (Okada et al.,
1997). Accordingly, a continuous image is reconstructed to provide
more accurate source estimations using short and long distance
measurements to provide depth resolution. The resulting two- or
three-dimensional reconstructed images are called diffuse optical
imaging (DOI) or diffuse optical tomography (DOT) (Barbour
et al., 1995; Bluestone et al., 2001; Boas et al., 2004; Culver et al.,
2003; Note: DOI and DOT are usually used interchangeably with
the latter favoring three-dimensional imaging).
However, fNIRS data is primarily obtained from the head surface
without structural information for the brain. Thus, fNIRS measures
brain activation, but cannot identify the source of activation on
the cortical structure. In order to spatially assess fNIRS data, we
must ﬁnd the correspondence between the scalp location where
an fNIRS measurement is performed, and its underlying cortical
surface where the source signal is located. Namely, fNIRS data
obtained on the scalp should be registered to its underlying cortical
surface.
Hence, in this review article, we will present a methodological
overview of spatial registration of fNIRS data. First we introduce and
explore the use of standard stereotaxic space and anatomical labeling.
Then we explain different ways of describing scalp landmarks using
10–20 based systems. Next, we describe the co-registration of fNIRS
data to a subject's own MRI, and extend this to fNIRS data registration
of group data. Combining these techniques, we describe probabilistic
registration methods, which use a reference-MRI database instead of
a subject's ownMRIs thus enablingMRI-free registration. Subsequently,
we extend the concept of probabilistic registration to three-dimensional
(3D) image reconstruction in DOT.Moreover, we describe a 3D-digitizer-
freemethod for the virtual registration of fNIRS data onto the stereotactic
brain coordinate system. After presenting this theoretical framework, we
provide practical guidance on how these techniques are implemented
in software. To introduce an ongoing technical front, we also providecurrent resources and limitations for the spatial registration of child
and infant data. Finally, we discuss the future direction of the spatial reg-
istration of fNIRS data.
Standard stereotaxic coordinate system
In group studies, functional datamust be integrated across subjects to
generate a uniﬁed inference.While a functional image canbe obtained for
individual inference, as for a case study or an individual diagnosis, in
many cases inference is made for the population fromwhich the subjects
are extracted. However, as functional data are tightly bound to structure,
integration should also be performed for structure. This is not a straight-
forward process, as cortical structures vary across subjects.
In considering fNIRS, let us assume a case where we have multi-
channel data co-registered to subjects' own MRIs. The problem is that
structuralMRIs have different shapes and sizes and that the orientations
of sulci are as unique as ﬁngerprints. One working solution, long sought
by researchers, to cope with such structural variability is to standardize
the brain structure to achieve a common anatomical platform (Brett
et al., 2002). The ﬁrst legendary achievement was Brodmann's atlas,
in which Brodmann examined the cytochemical architecture of a cere-
bral cortex, and classiﬁed the cortex into approximately 50 different re-
gions for humans (Brodmann, 1908). From the time of its invention, the
two-dimensional sketch served as the standard for describing cortical
anatomy for 80 years. Next came the advent of the Talairach atlas
(Talairach and Tournoux, 1988), which is based on the intensively
examined brain of a single subject: an elderly Caucasian woman. Two
important features of the atlas are the introduction of the stereotactic
coordinate system, which describes major anatomical structures of the
brain in common three-dimensional space, and its inclusion of descrip-
tions of all of the Brodmann regions. Even today, this atlas serves as a
standard system, mostly because several popular analytical software
packages for fMRI, including AFNI (Analysis of Functional Neuroimages),
have adopted it as their standard coordinate system(Cox, 1996),with the
original coordinates being modiﬁed to originate at the anterior commis-
sure and the y axis to pass through the posterior commissure.
One major problem with the Talairach atlas is that it is based on a
single subject's brain, and thus the shape and anatomical structures are
biased. To compensate for this, an averaged brain template, made by
co-registering different brains, is used as an alternative. The most widely
used template, called MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) 152 (also
known as ICBM 152, where ICBM stands for International Consortium
for Brain Mapping) was created by averaging 152 brains co-registered
to the Talairach brain (Collins et al., 1994). MNI152 is a relatively unbi-
ased representative of the gross human brain structure. It is widely
used as a standard template for SPM (Statistical Parametric Mapping)
(Friston et al., 1994). However, global standardization necessarily entails
the loss of anatomical detail. Substantial averaging cancels out individual
differences in cortical structures. Consequently, the MNI template has a
smooth surface without sulci, except for some traces of Sylvian ﬁssures,
but it provides a common space for probabilistic description, thereby
allowing us to statistically assess both functional activation and anatom-
ical data (Fig. 1B). For example, speciﬁc functional activation datamay be
bound for a particular voxel [−62, 2, 31] and neighboring voxels, and
anatomically this activation focus ismost likely located on the left central
gyrus. Such inference aiming at generalization is best made possible on
an unbiased standard brain to represent the brain anatomy of the general
population, rather than a canonical brain based on single subject's
anatomy.
Anatomical information inMNI space is most conveniently achieved
in reference to the Colin27 standard brain (Fig. 1A), whichwasmade by
averaging 27 scans of structural MRIs for an individual normalized to
MNI space (Collins et al., 1994; Note: “Colin” is the subject and “Collins”
is the author). One useful resource is the automatic anatomical labeling
(AAL) tool originally provided as a toolbox for SPM (Tzourio-Mazoyer
et al., 2002) (Figs. 1C and 2A, D). AAL presents a complete description
A) Colin27 B) MNI152 C) NFRI_CB17 + AAL D) MNI152
      & Talairach
Fig. 1. Comparison among standard brains. All standard brains are aligned in and viewed from the same angle. (A) Colin27withmacro-anatomical information. (B)MNI152 template with
smoothed cortical structures due to averaging. (C) NFRI_CB17 (National Food Research Institute Canonical Brain 17) optimized for fNIRS data registration. Cortical surface is compressed to
a single layer to forma shell,where additional structural information such asmacro-anatomical atlases and10/20 landmarksmaybe registered. In this case, amode-ﬁltered AAL is overlaid.
(D) MNI and Talairach templates aligned in the same coordinate system. Although they have similar shapes, the Talairach template is slightly smaller.
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and z co-ordinates, called voxels, inMNI space. AAL returns estimate for
amacro-anatomical structure for givenMNI coordinates. If the given co-
ordinate is located in areas A, B, and/or C, the AAL toolwill produce a list
of these areas along with their anatomical labels (Label A, Label B, Label
C). A similar resource, called Talairach Daemon, is also available for the
Talairach coordinate system (Lancaster et al., 2000). It should be noted
here that MNI and Talairach space can be confused with one another;
but, while they are similar, they are indeed different (Fig. 1D). Conver-
sion between MNI and Talairach spaces are made in a convenient
Matlab toolbox, icbm2tal (Laird et al., 2010; Lancaster et al., 2007).
AAL and Talairach Daemon are limited in that they are based on a
single subject's brain, and thus do not deal with anatomical variability
across individuals, making them, in a sense, too deterministic. Anatomy
is a variable that can be probabilistically presented on the common ste-
reotactic platform. An alternative probabilistic macro-anatomical tem-
plate, LPBA40, which was created based on 40 subjects with macro-
anatomical segmentation at the gyrus level, is available (Shattuck et al.,
2008) (Figs. 2B, E). It provides more probabilistic macro-anatomical in-
formation in MNI space. Meanwhile MNI152 has undergone an interest-
ing innovationwhere the original 152 entries have been nonlinearly and
iteratively transformed to form an integrated canonical brain withmajor
sulci being preserved (ICBM152NLin; Fonov et al., 2011). While it pro-
vides a macroanatomical structure representing the general population,
ready for visual inspection, it still lacks resources for macroanatomicalFig. 2. Comparison betweenmacro-anatomical atlases inMNI space. (A) AAL atlas based on them
for use of fNIRS spatial registration. Some regions are integrated to maintain compatibility wit
macro-anatomical segmentation of 40 subjects is mode-ﬁltered and projected onto NFRI_CB17
The commonly labeled regions are depicted in different colors. 64.6% of macro-anatomically lab
anatomically labeled voxels (42452/61349) of AAL overlapped with those of LPBA40. (D) Unsmlabels. If the nonlinear version of MNI152 were equipped with AAL as is
Colin27, it could develop into an unbiased canonical brain.
Additionally, a project lead by Zilles, which aims to probabilistically
describe cortical anatomy, including histochemical structures, based
on multiple postmortem brains in MNI space is underway (Amunts
et al., 2007; Zilles and Amunts, 2010). This can be regarded as a proba-
bilistic renewal of Brodmann's atlas in three-dimensional space. Now
that the Matlab toolbox enabling probabilistic cytoarchitectonic map-
ping (Anatomy toolbox) is available for SPM, the fNIRS community
can soon beneﬁt from their achievement.
There is another approach to data standardization, called Freesurfer
that is currently gaining popularity (Fischl, 2012). This freeware pro-
gram segments the brain into white and gray matter, unfolds it onto
the surface of a sphere, and deforms it to the standard brain-like
shape with visible white- and gray-matter patterns. Freesurfer enables
an intuitive grasp of the macroanatomical information, at least for an
experienced researcher. Since Freesurfer is best appreciated with
three-dimensional structural information, it has a high afﬁnity to the
DOT technique. Indeed, some pioneering fNIRS studies have adopted
Freesurfer-based data presentation (Abdelnour and Huppert, 2010;
Cooper et al., 2012), making it another option for standardizing spatial
data for fNIRS.
Sincemost fMRI and PET data are presented in eitherMNI or Talairach
space, fNIRS data are best appreciated when they are presented in these
coordinate systems (and possibly in Freesurfer space in the near future).acro-anatomical segmentation of Colin27 ismode-ﬁltered and projected onto NFRI_CB17
h the macro-anatomical segmentation in LPBA40. (B) LPBA40 atlas based on probabilistic
for use of fNIRS spatial registration. (C) AAL and LPBA40 atlases overlapping one another.
eled voxels (42452/65745) of LPBA40 overlappedwith those of AAL, while 69.2% ofmacro-
oothed original AAL. (E) Unsmoothed original LPBA40.
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and cross-modal comparisons of neuroimaging data. However, it is
not yet a common practice to present fNIRS data in these common ste-
reotactic spaces due to the aforementioned technical shortcomings.
Therefore, we will describe feasible strategies to address this.
Methods for describing scalp positions
Themethods described above require acquisition of a structural image
with MRI. However, this is not always guaranteed in typical fNIRS exper-
iments. Even when an MRI is available, its use requires additional cost
and effort, reducing the economical merits and convenience of fNIRS. In
addition, spatial inference of group fMRI studies is based on a macro-
anatomical atlas, and individual MRI scans are mainly used for transfor-
mation, not for anatomical inference based on individual cortical struc-
tures. Thus, the acquisition of an MRI may not be required for fNIRS
group studies since here again MRI is used as a mediator for transforma-
tion to the standard brain space.
The fundamental problem of fNIRS in a standalone setting is that
fNIRS data is primarily obtained from the head surfacewithout structur-
al information of the underlying brain. Thus, in order to spatially assess
standalone fNIRS data, we must ﬁnd the correspondence between the
scalp locationwhere an fNIRSmeasurement is performed and its under-
lying cortical surface where the source signal is located: fNIRS data
obtained on the scalp should be registered to its underlying cortical sur-
face. The lack of structural information in fNIRS essentially comes down
to the issue of cranio-cerebral structural correspondence. Therefore, in a
series of studies, we have aimed to solve the fNIRS spatial registration
issue by establishing cranio-cerebral correspondence in the modern
context of neuroimaging research. Before describing these methods,
we will introduce the methods for describing scalp positions.
Currently, the international 10–20 system of electrode placement,
which is the recognized standard for scalp electrode positioning for
electroencephalography (EEG), is the most prevalent system for posi-
tioning electrodes (Jasper, 1958). This system describes scalp locations
using relative distances between cranial landmarks with primary land-
marks being the nasion (Nz), inion (Iz), and right and left preauricular
points (RA, LA) (Supplementary Fig. 1). The 10–20 system then sets
landmarks along the scalp systematically at 10% or 20% pitches (Supple-
mentary Fig. 1). The 10–20 system assumes that there is a consistent
correspondence between scalp locations and their underlying cerebral
structures. Several studies have veriﬁed this structural correspondence
using cadavers (Blume et al., 1974; Jasper, 1958), X-rays (Morris et al.,
1986), CT-scans (Homan et al., 1987; Myslobodsky and Bar-Ziv, 1989;
Myslobodsky et al., 1990) and MRIs (Gevins and Illes, 1991; Jack et al.,
1990; Lagerlund et al., 1993; Okamoto et al., 2004a; Towle et al., 1993;
Van den Elsen and Viergever, 1991).
With the advent of multi-channel EEG hardware systems, and
the concurrent development of topographic data visualizationmethods
and sophisticated tomographic signal source localization methods,
there was an increased demand for extending the 10–20 system,
which deﬁnes 21 electrode locations, to a system that allows for
a higher-density of electrode settings. Thus, the 10–10 system, which
deﬁnes 81 electrode locations, was proposed (Chatrian, 1985) (Supple-
mentary Fig. 1). Its modiﬁed form has also been accepted as a standard
of the American Clinical Neurophysiology Society (ACNS) (American
Electroencephalographic Society, 1994; Klem et al., 1999) and the Inter-
national Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology (IFCN) (Nuwer et al.,
1998). Further, Oostenveld and Praamstra logically extended the 10–
10 system to the 10–5 system, which hasmore than 300 electrode loca-
tions (Oostenveld and Praamstra, 2001) (Supplementary Fig. 1). For a
detailed description of 10–20 and its derivatives, please refer to Jurcak
et al. (2007).
Correspondence between 10–20 positions and the underlying
macro-anatomical structure was established ﬁrst by horizontally
projecting 10–20 positions onto Brodmann's atlas (Homan et al.,1987). The two-dimensional projection has been extended to a
three-dimensional method for 10–20 positions (Okamoto et al.,
2004a) and 10–10 positions (Koessler et al., 2009). Meanwhile,
correspondence to the MNI coordinate system has been made for
10–20 (Okamoto et al., 2004a) and 10–5 positions (Jurcak et al.,
2007). It has been demonstrated that 10–10 positions are separated
from one another across the scalp with standard deviations of a dozen
mm, while 10–5 positions may be too dense to resolve scalp positions,
especially in the occipital regions (Jurcak et al., 2007).
Although the link between scalp landmarks and MNI space are use-
ful in computation, it is intuitively difﬁcult to grasp the correspondence.
Cutini et al. (2011) have made a unique contribution towards solving
this problem by creating a real MNI152 brain and head model that can
be used for fNIRS probe positioning and intuitive real-time mapping
simulation by sliding an actual fNIRS probe holder over the physical
head model. Although probe design and positioning can be simulated
in a digital space, actual deformation of the probe holder and ﬁne ad-
justments can be better realized on the real head model. This method
has yet to be linked tomany atlas resources inMNI, but such implemen-
tation is relatively easy, especially with the recent spread of 3D printers.
Since structural data for standard brains are available on-line, they can
be ready for 3D printing after some data conversion using computer-
assisted design (CAD) software packages.
Registration of fNIRS data to a subject's own structural image
Regardless of the modality, spatial registration is a fundamental
process in neuroimaging. Functional and structural images are obtained
differently. For example, an fMRI image is obtained through a protocol
called EPI, which takes advantage of the paramagnetic nature of deoxy-
genated hemoglobin (deoxy-Hb) to capture Blood-Oxygen-Level-
Dependent (BOLD) signals (reviewed in Bandettini, 2012). A structural
image is obtained as a T1-weighted image that depicts tissues with
different fat contents to contrast the gray andwhite matter of the corti-
ces. They usually have different resolutions, with functional images gen-
erally around 5-mm voxels, and structural images around 1 mm
(Friston et al., 1996). Both are continuous images consisting of thou-
sands of voxels. Both images are thenmerged through a process usually
called “co-registration”, referring to themerging of two or more images
(Ashburner and Friston, 1999). This is relatively easy: since the two
images are obtained in the same space using the same scanner, the
head measurements at different times should match by rigid body
transformation. Co-registration produces a functional image of a subject
that is visualized over his/her brain.
If a researcher has access to an MRI scanner, a subject's fNIRS data
can be co-registered to his/her own structuralMRI. This can be executed
in several ways, but the essential idea is the same: fNIRS data obtained
in a real-world space is merged onto the structural MRI obtained in
another real-world space. The most straightforward way to carry this
out is to place markers (e.g., vitamin-E capsules or pine-nut beads) to
indicate fNIRS probe or channel positions, and take the structural MRI
together with these markers (Okamoto et al., 2004a). Then, fNIRS
probe or channel positions can be expressed directly on the subject's
MRI. Alternatively, fNIRS probe or channel positions are recorded by a
three-dimensional (3D) digitizer (typically magnetic) together with
the positions of at least three scalp landmarks. The scalp landmarks
should be detectable both on the subject's head and on his/her MRI.
Technically few points can fulﬁll this requirement. Therefore, the bilat-
eral preauricular points and the nasion are most often used. Mediated
by these landmarks, fNIRS probe or channel locations are transformed
toMRIwith a rigid body transformation consisting of rotation and trans-
lation (Fig. 3).
Once probe/channel locations are described on the real-world space
that the subject's MRI belongs to, fNIRS data are either expressed as
discrete channel-wise data where functional data (e.g., relative signal
change of oxygenated hemoglobin) are bound to channels (Maki et al.,
96 D. Tsuzuki, I. Dan / NeuroImage 85 (2014) 92–1031995) or a continuous topographic image where a two-dimensional
continuous pixel image is created by interpolation (Watanabe et al.,
1996). However, since these data are presented on the scalp, not on
the cortex, fNIRS data registration goes beyond simple co-registration,
and undergoes distinct procedures involving data projection onto the
cortical surface (Fig. 3). Projection can be carried out either by searching
for the nearest cortical point of a given scalp point, drawing a vertical
line from a tangential plane of the scalp point, or drawing a line
to a central location such as the centroid of the brain (Okamoto and
Dan, 2005). Alternatively, a three-dimensional functional image is
reconstructed based on the optical properties of head and brain
tissues, and by adopting the photon-measurement density function to
each channel consisting of a source–detector pair (Arridge, 1999; Boas
and Dale, 2005). Accordingly, signal source distribution is estimated
on the subject's MRI with or without depth information in DOT and
DOI, respectively (Bluestone et al., 2001; Culver et al., 2003). This meth-
od is usually implemented using optional software packages offered by
fNIRS constructors. Free software packages such as HomER2, NIRS-SPM
and our in-house MATLAB tools are also available for this purpose
(Huppert et al., 2009; Ye et al., 2009).A B
C
D
Nz
AL & AR
Fig. 3. Registration of channel-wise individual fNIRS data to a subject's own structural image.
(A) Multichannel fNIRS channel (blue dots) and reference scalp landmark (black dots) posi-
tions on the scalp are measured in a real-world coordinate system using a 3D-digitizer. Nz
stands for nasion; AL, left preauricular point; AR, right preauricular point, which is located
on the other side of the head. (B) Structural image of the head and brain is obtained using
MRI in another real-world coordinate system. The three scalp landmarks (red squares; one
on the other side of the head) are also identiﬁed manually. (C) The 3D-digitized reference
scalp landmarks (black dots) are merged onto the corresponding landmarks on the
MRI using rigid-body transformation: thereby, fNIRS positions are also transformed and co-
registered onto the subject's own MRI. (D) Finally, the fNIRS channels on the scalp are
projected onto the cortical surface (smoothed for better visibility).Group analyses with direct co-registration to MRI
While a researcher may have a subject's own structural MRI and
fNIRS probes/channels co-registered for each subject and can normalize
the MRIs to the MNI standard brain, expressing group fNIRS data in the
standard brain is not straightforward. For channel-wise analyses, once
real-world coordinates of the channels and probes compatible to the
structural MRI are available, we would like to report them in the MNI
coordinate system. Since normalization is optimized for fMRI, we must
perform additional steps to do this (Fig. 4). First, we spatially normalize
each subject'sMRI head image to theMNI standard brain template using
SPM and extract the inverse deformation ﬁeld matrices. These matrices
are used for normalizing the subject's head images from the pre-
processing report produced by SPM (Singh et al., 2005). Next, we
apply these inverse deformation ﬁeld matrices to the fNIRS probe and
channel positions, and their cortical projections, in order to obtain
their coordinate values in MNI space (Tsuzuki et al., 2012). The tool-
boxes for these procedures are available on our website (http://www.
jichi.ac.jp/brainlab/tools.html).
Subsequently, each channel position across subjects in MNI space is
averaged to yield themost likelyMNI coordinate values (Fig. 5). Howev-
er, we must be mindful that transformation of a speciﬁc scalp/cortical
point to the standard brain space entails an error factor intrinsic to
transformation. For example, F3 is regarded as the same scalp position
across subjects while the cortical projection point for F3 may be trans-
ferred to a pointwithMNI coordinate values of [−35, 49, 32] in one sub-
ject but to a nearby point with different coordinate values in another
subject. Thus, variability intrinsically associated with spatial transfor-
mation should be addressed. Speciﬁcally, variability statistics such as
standard deviation (SD) along the x, y, and z axes or composite SD
(cSD) in terms of radius describes how stable the estimation is
(Okamoto et al., 2004a; Singh et al., 2005). In typical multi-channel
measurements in adults, cSD is several to a dozen or so mm. Therefore,
for a typical fNIRS channel density that does not provide overlapping
measurements, distinct channels can be associated fairly well with, for
example, a single cortical gyrus or with the Brodmann area.
Here we must reconsider the prerequisite of channel-wise analyses
in group studies: channel locations can be considered similar across
subjects. As long as the set of probes is small enough and reproducibly
placed across subjects, each channel should represent a distinct location
on the brain, and thus the spatial identity of a channel is preserved.
However, the independence of a channel is not always guaranteed.
Withmore channels, placement is less reproducible because of variabil-
ity in head shape and size. An extreme case can be found in whole-head
measurement (Koizumi et al., 2003), where the spatial identity of a
channel is no longer maintained. In such cases, multi-channel data
may be integrated into a region of interest (ROI) (Yanagisawa et al.,
2010). For example, if three channels are expected to be located over
the left angular gyrus in subject 1, four in subject 2, and two in subject
3, they are respectively grouped to represent the left angular region of
each subject (Okamoto et al., 2009). This is also realistic for reproducible
channel-wise data because we are not necessarily interested in the
functions of channels that are arbitrarily set, but rather in those of
macro-anatomical regions.
However, we may have to consider how valid macro-anatomy in a
group study is. Even with fMRI, where the macro-anatomical features
of each subject are obtained and preserved in MNI space, macro-
anatomical information is lost during averaging among subjects. In gen-
eral, once functional data is expressed in MNI space, macro-anatomical
information is regained in reference to anatomical atlases, such as AAL,
compatible with MNI space. However, we must remember that AAL is
based on themacro-anatomyof a single subject,meaning that functional
inferences bound to macro-anatomy in most fMRI studies are based on
the particular macro-anatomical structure of that subject. This is an
often-neglected reality of fMRI analyses. Nevertheless, here again we
are usually interested in functional characteristics of a certain macro-
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(-67, -28, 37)
Fig. 4. Normalization of channel-wise individual fNIRS data to the standard brain space. A subject's own MRI in a real-world (RW) coordinate system (A) is normalized to the MNI 152
template to be expressed in MNI space (B) using the SPM program. The deformation ﬁeld that reﬂects warping transformation matrix from RW to MNI spaces is extracted (C). Discrete
fNIRS channel position data in RW space (D) are transformed to MNI space (E) using the deformation ﬁeld. Eventually, coordinate values of each fNIRS channel are available in MNI
space (Matlab toolbox is available at http://www.jichi.ac.jp/brainlab/tools.html).
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differences between individually based AAL and multi-subject-based
probabilistic LPBA40 are not substantially different (Fig. 2C). In Fig. 2C,
the colored island-like patches represent commonly labeled regions
and denote core parts of gyri, consisting of two thirds of the lateral
cortical surface. The area that appears as the background in this image
corresponds to border regions between gyri. Thus, while group analyses
of fMRI data for macro-anatomical functional inference seems reason-
able, at least at the gyrus level, inference for the sub-gyrus level may
be in question.
Returning to fNIRS, we next consider group analyses of continuous
image data, which are either obtained though interpolation or image
reconstruction (Fig. 6). In fMRI data, since whole-to-whole transforma-
tion is carried out from an individual to the standard brain, the size and
orientation of the functional data are intrinsically deﬁned by those ofthe standard template. In continuous fNIRS image data, individual dif-
ferences in the scalp shape and size lead to different shapes, sizes and
orientations of the continuous image data. While center regions of the
continuous image are common across subjects, peripheral regions
may not overlap among subjects. This is partially resolved in the NIRS-
SPM software package (Ye et al., 2009), which can adjust the degree
of overlap (e.g., allowing a region where 60% of data overlap). How to
handle the overlap requires more study. For now, center regions that
are common among all subjects can be conservatively selected.
Another problem involved in continuous image integration in the
standard space is effective spatial resolution, which is often referred to
as resolution elements (resels) (Nichols, 2012). Typically, a continuous
image with a voxel size of 1 mm is created frommore sparsely arranged
probes at either a ﬁxed distance of typically 3 cmor differential distances
of a few to several cm for image reconstruction in DOT/DOI. Currently,
A) Multi-subject data in MNI
B) Most likely 
coordinates and 
variability in MNI
Summarization
Fig. 5. Integration of channel-wisemulti-subject fNIRS data inMNI space. After the process
described in Fig. 1, channel-wise fNIRS data for each subject are expressed inMNI space. By
repeating this procedure,multi-subject data are available inMNI space (A). They are sum-
marized in MNI space (B), where the coordinates for channel positions are averaged to
yield themost likely channel positions (centers of the circles), and variability as expressed
in composite standard deviation (radii of the circles). Colors represent activation in a jet
scale (red ismore activated and green is less activated). Activation patterns are correspon-
dent to those in Fig. 6. Note: this procedure is also applicable for multi-subject data
obtained by the probabilistic registration method as described in Fig. 7.
Normalization & summarization
B) Integrated 
continuous image 
in MNI
A) Multi-subject continuous image 
data in RW
Fig. 6. Integration of continuous image fNIRS data in MNI space. A continuous image is
created in a real-world (RW) space for each subject using either interpolation or image re-
constructionmethods (A). Each image is normalized toMNI space and averaged to one an-
other to yield an integrated continuous image inMNI space (B). The outer edge represents
a region that is covered by at least one subject, the inner black boundary represent the
region that is covered by all subjects (15 in this simulated data). Colors represent
activation in a jet scale (red is more activated and green is less activated). Activation
patterns are correspondent to those in Fig. 5.
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in high-density DOT has reached several mm, which is comparable to
fMRI resolution (Eggebrecht et al., 2012). However, the effective resolu-
tion of typical fNIRS should be greater than that, and, obviously, function-
al inference at a 1 mm voxel would involve over estimation. Given the
currently prevailing convention that functional inference of fMRI group
studies is dependent on the resolution of the anatomical labeling tool,
functional inference of continuous fNIRS images would also be limited
by the same factor.
Robust functional inference for continuous fNIRS image data can be
achievedwith ROI analyses. Onemethod is to set center coordinate values
(e.g., [−67, −26, 30] for the left supra-marginal gyrus), and extract
neighboring voxels (e.g., those within 2 cm of the center) to represent a
functional status in the ROI. The advantage of this approach is that multi-
ple ROIs of the same size can be set across cortical regions. Note that
setting a ROI by integrating channels or voxels is equivalent to applying
a spatial ﬁlter for smoothing, and thus different ROI sizes result in differ-
ent degrees of spatial ﬁltering (e.g., the signal to noise ratio of a ROI twice
as large as another, can be improved by√2 = 1.4). Another method is to
refer to a macro-anatomical atlas to extract voxels belonging to a given
macro-anatomy (e.g., selecting all voxels with the label of right SMG in
AAL). This seems a straightforward method, but we should be aware
that extreme differences in ROI sizes entail different degrees of spatial
smoothing.Probabilistic registration for standalone fNIRS data
Often the availability of an MR scanner is limited, and even when
one is available, mandatory co-use of fNIRS and MRI would reduce the
convenience of fNIRS measurements, and impose extra burdens on the
subjects. Thus, as a practical alternative,we developed a probabilistic reg-
istration method that utilizes MRIs stored in a reference database rather
than the subjects' own MRIs, and probabilistically registers fNIRS probe
or channel positions onto a standard brain template (Singh et al., 2005)
(Fig. 7). We ﬁrst constructed a reference database containing the head
and brain MRIs as well as the 10–20 standard positions of 17 individuals
registered to MNI space. This database serves as an anatomical reference
in place of a subject's own MRI. We applied an afﬁne transformation
of the fNIRS channel coordinates on the subject's head (real-world
space), which were obtained with a 3D magnetic digitizer, to the refer-
ence heads in the database (MNI space), using 10–20 standard positions
as landmarks. Then, we registered head surface points to their corre-
sponding cortical surfaces in MNI space. For group analysis, we obtained
a multi-subject distribution of cortical points corresponding to a given
fNIRS channel on the head surface. In addition, we obtain the most
Channel and
reference points 
in RW
MNI standard space via
reference points
cortical surface 
A)
B) Affine transformation to C) Projection onto
Most likely coordinates 
and variability in MNI
D)
Nz
Cz
AL & AR
Fig. 7. Probabilistic registration of single-subject data without MRI. (A) Positions for channels and reference points in real-world (RW) space are measured using a 3D-digitizer. The min-
imumnumber of reference points is four, as in this case, whereNz (nasion), Cz, and left and right preauricular points (AL and AR) are used. Alternatively, whole or selected 10/20 positions
may be used. (B) The reference points in RWare afﬁne-transformed to the corresponding reference points in each entry in reference to theMRI database inMNI space. (C) Channels of the
scalp are projected onto the cortical surface of the reference brains. (D) The cortically projected channel positions are integrated to yield the most likely coordinates (average: centers of
spheres) and variability (composite standard deviation: radii of spheres) in MNI space. Single-subject data may be subsequently subjected to group analyses as described in Fig. 5.
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representing error effects due to variability across subjects and across
reference brains. The cSD of the projected cortical point obtained from
the proposed registration process is on the order of millimeters when
fNIRS probes are reproducibly set on the scalp (Tsuzuki et al., 2012).
This is sufﬁciently accurate for most functional mapping performed at
the gyrus level.
In order to perform probabilistic registration based on afﬁne trans-
formation on three-dimensional space, we need at least four distinct
reference landmarks on the scalp. However, a human scalp is not opti-
mized for probabilistic registration. Although three landmarks, most
often the Nz and preauricular points, are relatively easy to determine
accurately (Jurcak et al., 2007), the fourth position is hard to ﬁnd and
entails considerable variability. The most feasible scalp landmark for
realizing a balanced arrangement of the landmarks with sufﬁcient verti-
cal height is Cz of the international 10–20 system. However, determina-
tion of Cz is dependent on Iz, leading to ambiguity due to Iz's variability.
Thus, a registrationmethod that avoids Iz and Cz is greatly desirable.
To meet this demand, we have introduced an anchor-based probabilis-
tic registration method: a novel method utilizing afﬁne transformation
via three distinct cranial landmarks (i.e., Nz and the left and right
preauricular points) and an additional anchor point, which can be
obtained from anywhere on the scalp (Tsuzuki et al., 2012). The essence
of the anchor-based probabilistic registration method lies in its partial
use of a spherical coordinate system. Using the three cranial landmarks,
we can deﬁne a distinct plane fromwhichwe can further deﬁne a spher-
ical coordinate system. Speciﬁcally, we set the midpoint between two
preauricular points (AR and AL) as the origin of the spherical coordinate
system, and so deﬁne the reference plane that passes through this
origin toward Nz. Accordingly, transformation from a subject's scalp to areference head's scalp can be executed in reference to the azimuth and
elevation angles. However, the anchor point, transferred to a reference
head does not have any link to MNI space. This is solved by extracting
the deformation ﬁeld used for transforming the reference head to MNI
space (Ashburner and Friston, 1999; Ashburner et al., 2000;) and using
it to transform the anchor point.
Anchor-based probabilistic registration is as stable as conventional
probabilistic registration. Comparisons among anchor-based probabilis-
tic registration, conventional probabilistic registration, and SPM-based
registration via co-registration to a subject's own MRI revealed that
intra- and inter-method variabilities were comparable, with both on
the order of millimeters (Tsuzuki et al., 2012). Thus, it is suggested
that the absence of a subject's own MRI does not necessarily decrease
the accuracy of the spatial registration of fNIRS probes or channels to
MNI space in group analyses. In an actual experimental situation, all
an experimenter needs to do is to click a 3D-digitizer somewhere on
the top of the scalp. This substantially reduces the experimental burden
by omitting tedious measurements of Iz and, subsequently, Cz. This
method is especially useful in clinical studies where experiment time
is often limited.
Application of probabilistic registration to DOT
One promising application of probabilistic registration and its deriv-
atives is the transference of data to DOT, the tomographic variant of
fNIRS, which utilizes a relatively large number of sources and detectors
to reconstruct 3D images of brain activation (Bluestone et al., 2001;
Boas et al., 2003; Culver et al., 2003). DOT uses short and long distance
measurements to provide depth resolution and enables separation of
superﬁcial scalp signals fromdeeper brain signals. The spatial resolution
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retinotopic map in the visual ﬁeld (Zeff et al., 2007).
However, in order to create a 3D image, DOT generally requires
subject-speciﬁc spatial priors of the head anatomy that have been
segmented into several layers of tissue typically including skin, skull,
cerebrospinal ﬂuid, gray matter and white matter (Bamett et al., 2003).
This requires a structural MRI of the subject, and the additional segmen-
tation, registration and image reconstruction processes are computation-
ally demanding. This obviously conﬂicts with the economical merits and
convenience of fNIRS. However, this can be solved by applying probabi-
listic registration methods. Thus, rather than using a subject's own MRI,
use of the standard atlas was explored (Custo et al., 2010). Colin27 was
selected as the atlas as it is normalized to MNI space and has stable ana-
tomical features so that it can be stably segmented into tissues (Collins
et al., 1994). Also, Colin27 is the source of AAL, and thus is optimized
for automatic anatomical labeling (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). This
MRI-free approach to obtaining optical images is based on registering a
selected atlas to the subject head surface using probabilistic registration
via 10–20 positions and solving the photon migration forward problem
on the registered atlas. For the hemodynamic response to median-
nerve stimulation, both reconstructed DOT images using the subject-
speciﬁc brain anatomy and those using the atlas were able to locate the
activation focus within the post-central gyrus correctly.
In a subsequent validation study, the diffuse optical images of simu-
lated cortical activation in 4000 distinct regions for 32 subjects were
reconstructed using a registered atlas and comparedwith those obtained
using a subject's true anatomy (Cooper et al., 2012). When using a
subject-speciﬁc MRI, localization error, which is due to diffuse optical
image reconstruction, was 9 mm. However, when using a registered
atlas, localization error was 18 mm. This error is due to a combination
of imperfect registration, anatomical differences between atlas and sub-
ject anatomies and the localization error associated with diffuse optical
image reconstruction, and thus the cost of using the atlas is 9 mm. The
simulated activation had a radius of 10 mm. Since thismay bemore con-
ﬁned than general activation enrolled in typical cognitive and physical
tasks, the localization error may be buried in relatively wide activations.
Although a more detailed examination is necessary, it is predicted that
atlas-guided DOT would be useful for gyrus-level inference. Given that
photon migration simulations in DOT have been accelerated using a
GPU-based Monte Carlo algorithm (Fang, 2010), the computational cost
of DOT will be less of a problem when the atlas-based technique is
used. Thus, we expect that DOT, as well as conventional fNIRS, will ben-
eﬁt from their convenience and economical merits, and acquire a wider
range of applications.
Virtual registration
The 3D-digitizer registration methods described above allow the
registration of fNIRS channel data onto MNI coordinate space even
when a subject's own MRI is not available. However, this system still
requires 10–20 landmarks and that the probe positions on a subject's
head be carefully measured with a 3D-digitizer in order to reproduce
their placement on the MR images of the reference head/brain data-
base. This imposes a certain burden on subjects, and thus limits the
application of the probabilistic registration method in some clinical
situations. To circumvent this, we have devised a 3D-digitizer-free
method for the virtual registration of fNIRS channels onto the stereo-
tactic brain coordinate system (Tsuzuki et al., 2007) (Fig. 8). However,
note that this method works only when probe holder positioning and
deformation are reproducible across subjects. Essentially, this method
allows us to place a virtual probe holder on the scalp by simulating the
holder's deformation and by registering probes and channels onto ref-
erence brains in place of a subject's brain. First, we constructed a hold-
er deformation algorithm for commercially available probe holders.
Next, we simulated the registration of virtual holders on synthetic
heads and brains that represent size and shape variations amongnormal adults. We normalized the registered positions to MNI space.
With one thousand repetitions, we statistically estimated the most
probable MNI coordinate values together with the errors associated
with their estimation. As in the case of the 3D-digitizer method, the
standard deviation was on the order of millimeters across the scalp.
Thus, the virtual registration method realized the spatial registration
of completely stand-alone fNIRS data onto MNI space without using
supplementary measures. This method is also applicable for individu-
al data, but the lack of size information can lead to large variability.
Thus, for better individual estimation, head size information, such
as circumference, would preferably be implemented in simulation
(manuscript in preparation).
However, this is based on the careful placement of the probe holder
and a detailed examination of the holder shape and deformation. Even a
slight deviation in holder shape, such as an insertion of a spacer with a
thickness of several millimeters between the holder and the head,
may alter the results. Thus, the description of probe settings should be
as exact as possible. Although it is automated, the current procedure
requires rather complicated parameter settings depending on the
types of holders actually used. Thus, we created a virtual registration
library for common probe placements in adult subjects, where MNI co-
ordinates and macro-anatomical estimation for fNIRS channels are
available.
Implementation of probabilistic registration in software packages
As fNIRS use expands, there is an increasing need for software pack-
ages to process the data. Currently there are threemajor freeware pack-
ages that work on Matlab. These packages have adopted probabilistic
registration tools and thus can perform spatial registration to MNI
space for standalone fNIRS data. We will brieﬂy introduce how these
packages utilize probabilistic registration.
First, HomER2 is an integrative fNIRS data processing tool with
a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI). The ﬁrst version was
developed by Huppert et al. (2009), and the most recent version is
maintained by Dr. Boas's lab at Massachusetts General Hospital.
HomER2 offers an interactive spatial registration interface with 10–20
landmarks preset in a GUI. Users can design probe arrangements
virtually with the GUI. HomER2 is compatible with 3D digitizers and
thus can perform probabilistic registration for channel-wise analyses
and reconstructed continuous images. HomER2 also provides users
with “recipes” with which they can deﬁne sequences of toolboxes for
data processing such as temporal ﬁlters, generation of experimental
blocks, independent component analyses, GLM, and so on. This allows
ﬂexible spatiotemporal data analyses for fNIRS.
Second, NIRS-SPM offers statistical parametric mapping tools for
fNIRS (Ye et al., 2009). It generates continuous image data from discrete
channel data using inhomogeneous spline interpolation kernels either
from individual or group data. When used for standalone fNIRS data,
NIRS-SPM transforms the functional image to MNI space using probabi-
listic registration in reference to 3D digitized data of probe and 10–20
landmark positions. For individual data, it statistically processes time-
line data using a regression to basis function with a general liner
model (GLM) and adopts Sun's tube formula for adjusting multiple
voxel comparison (Sun, 1993; Sun and Loader, 1994). For group analy-
ses, continuous functional images created for each individual are
merged together in MNI space and are subjected to second level analy-
ses using aGLMwith correction formultiple voxel comparison using the
random ﬁeld theory.
While these two packages offer relatively standardized analytical
ﬂow, the ﬁnal package, Platform for Optical Topography Analysis Tools
(POTATo), offers ﬂexible modulation capability upon user demand
(Katura et al., 2008). POTATo itself offers no standardized procedures,
but provides users with recipes, as does HomER2. The main difference
seems to be that POTATo put emphasis on the ﬂexibility of recipes so
that new, custom-made functions can be incorporated relatively easily.
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Fig. 8.Virtual registration ofmultiple-subject datawithoutMRI or a 3D-digitizer. A synthetic head and brain is created from resampling a referenceMRI to provide a global head and brain shape
(A), relative head size (B), and head shape ratio (C). In (C), m represents the gravity center of AR, AL, Nz and Iz. On the synthetic head, a virtual fNIRS probe holder is placed based on the
assumption that probe holder deformation and placement is reproducible (D). From the fNIRS probes (black dots in D), channels are deﬁned as their inter-probe mid points (process not
shown). The channels are projected on the synthetic brain and normalized onto MNI space (E). This process is repeated one thousand times to yield the most likely estimates (average: the
centers of red circles) and estimation errors (composite standard deviation: the radii of the circles). For a single-subject estimation, the head size in (B) may be ﬁxed to the subject's head size.
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porated into POTATo in a stable manner (available at http://www.jichi.
ac.jp/brainlab/tools.html). Depending on the user's needs, POTATo can
process channel-wise data or continuous image data for both individual
and group analyses.
Although our toolboxes for probabilistic registrations are available on
our website, they are offered as basic Matlab functions with a minimum
GUI so that developers can easily integrate them into their own software
packages. Relatively experienced users with Matlab literacy may use our
native toolboxes, but othersmay prefer to use them through the software
packages introduced above.
Registration of infant and child data
One challenge to be tackled in the near future is the development of
registration methods for infant and child fNIRS data. There is no
established standard stereotactic system for processing infant brains,
but many important initial advances have been made in recent years.
The prerequisite for the standard stereotactic system is a probabilistic
brain template that can be used for segmentation and normalization,
and this was ﬁrst presented by (Altaye et al., 2008) based on the MRIs
of 76 infants at 9 to 15 months old, yielding segmentation of gray
matter, white matter and CSF. In addition, the development of age-
speciﬁc templates has been made for neonates to 4-year-old children
(Sanchez et al., 2012), infant brains at any given stage between 29 and
44 gestational weeks (Kuklisova-Murgasova et al., 2011), and 4.5- to
18.5-year-old children (Fonov et al., 2011), allowing segmentationof gray matter, white matter and CSF. Another group has created
an average-shape atlas made by aligning 68 neonatal brains to MNI
space and averaging them after iterative afﬁne and nonlinear transforma-
tion (Shi et al., 2010). Although this atlas included 76 parcellated brain
regions, their correspondence to macro-anatomy remains unclear.
Macro-anatomical segmentation of neonatal and early infant brains is
extremely difﬁcult because only lower contrast images can be obtained
compared to adult head scans. Stable macro-anatomical segmentation
is only possible from the age of 2: Gousias et al. (2008) succeeded in
segmenting 2-year-old brains into 83 regions. While lobe-level macro-
anatomical segmentation seems fairly successful, more elaboration is
necessary for gyrus-level segmentation.
Reﬂecting the difﬁculty of making anatomical atlases speciﬁc to in-
fants and young children, extrapolation of an adult atlas to young brains
has been implemented as a practical compromise. Shi et al. (2011) cre-
ated a longitudinal deformation ﬁeld to transform adult brains to infant
brains, throughwhich they projected AAL to neonate, 1-year-old and 2-
year-old brains.
We also took a similar approach in our collaboration studies to apply
probabilistic or virtual registration procedures to the transformation of
scalp fNIRS channels to the cortical template in MNI space based on
the assumption that the relative macro-anatomical structural patterns
of young infant and child cortices are similar to those of adults. This as-
sumption is based on the study by Hill et al. (2010), which showed that
the surface-based atlas of the cerebral cortex in term infants is similar to
that of an adult in the pattern of individual variability. Speciﬁcally, they
have established a population average surface-based atlas of the human
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cal shape characteristics of infants with those of adults. Cortical surface
reconstructions for the hemispheres of 12 healthy term gestation
infants were generated from structural MRI data. Based on these recon-
structions, the authors have concluded that the cortical structure in
term infants is largely similar to that in adults. This assumption should
also be valid in children (7–8 years), whose atlas-transformed brain
morphology is relatively consistent with that of adults (Burgund et al.,
2002). To validate the assumption that registration to MNI stereotactic
space is applicable to the infant brain,we performed the virtual registra-
tion of fNIRS probe and channel locations of 3- to 6-month-old infants to
a neonate AAL atlas (Shi et al., 2011) transformed to MNI space (Altaye
et al., 2008). The virtual registrations with adult and neonate brains
showed that they are macro-anatomically comparable (Watanabe
et al., 2013).
However, this approach is not optimum. Since fNIRS has good poten-
tial for cultivating pediatric developmental functional neuroimaging,
this problem should be addressed in a manner optimized for fNIRS.
There are several possible solutions, the most straightforward of
which would be to establish and verify brain templates representing
various developmental stages, and to express them in a manner
compatible with the MNI coordinate system. As described above,
many templates have been produced, but they have different degrees
of compatibility with MNI space without satisfactory access to macro-
anatomical atlases. Integration of or an inter-link between different sys-
tems should be established in the near future. Alternatively, spatial data
could be standardized in relative scalp–coordinate systems with direct
macro-anatomical links. One plausible solution may be to utilize a
spherical coordinate system that was once introduced for standardizing
electroencephalography data in the early 90s (Lagerlund et al., 1993;
Towle et al., 1993). Also, it would be possible to express scalp and corti-
cal positions via the international 10–20 system or its derivatives. These
processes necessarily require manual tracing of macro-anatomical
structures at the gyrus level rather than automatic macro-anatomical
segmentation. Since macro-anatomical manual tracing for longitudinal
volumetry of developmental brains has been implemented in recent
years (Tanaka et al., 2012;Uematsu et al., 2012),we can expect substan-
tial progress in the near future.Concluding remarks
Having undergone two decades of development, fNIRS now seems
to be acknowledged among researchers as a feasible neuroimaging
modality.This imposes that fNIRS can no longer exist in a vacuum, but
should be linkedwith other imagingmodalities to promote brain science.
The advent of functional neuroimaging techniques most exempliﬁed by
fMRI has revolutionized brain science. Essentially, we can now visualize
how the brain regions are activated or connected to each other. However,
fMRI measurement constrains subjects in a scanner. Conversely, fNIRS,
being compact and allowing more freedom of motion, has the potential
to liberate functional neuroimaging from the laboratory into the real
world. However, this does not mean the liberation of fNIRS in a method-
ological context, and isolated development of fNIRS may result in a great
loss to the neuroimaging community. Therefore, to facilitate data sharing
and cross-referencing among the neuroimaging community, we have de-
visedmethods to register spatial fNIRS data onto the common stereotactic
brain coordinate systems. By describing fNIRS data on the common ste-
reotactic coordinate systems, we can compare fNIRS data to functional
and structural data obtained by other neuroimaging modalities. In turn,
fNIRS data can also be referred to by other modalities. We believe such
cross-modal interaction of fNIRS is a key factor for promoting the devel-
opment of fNIRS research, and for furthering neuroimaging research as
a whole in the decades to come.
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